
Todays News  30/06/2020 

83 Tons Of Fake Gold Bars: Gold Market Rocked By Massive China Counterfeiting Scandal 
Zero Hedge  
Tyler Durden Mon, 06/29/2020 - 12:15 Over the years, we have periodically reported of the 
occasional gold bar discovered as counterfeit in Manhattan's Diamond District which instead of 
containing the yellow precious metal would be filled with gold-plated tungsten or in some cases 
copper. The news would spark a brief wave of outrage, prompting physical gold holders to run 
ultrasound spot checks  
 
Forbes Censors Award-Winning Environmentalist's Apology Over Three-Decade 'Climate Scare' - 
So Here It Is   Zero Hedge  
Tyler Durden Mon, 06/29/2020 - 19:35 Forbes has decided to unpublish an article by award-
winning climate activist Michael Shellenberger, in which he apologizes "for the climate scare we 
created over the last 30 years." Schellenberger, a progressive, was named one of TIME 's "Heroes 
of the Environment," while his book Break Through was heralded by WIRED as potentially "the 
best thing to happen to 
 
Cops Side With Armed St. Louis Homeowners, Investigate Protesters For 'Assault By Intimidation' 
Zero Hedge  
Tyler Durden Mon, 06/29/2020 - 20:27 Update (2020ET): While reactions to the gun-toting lawyers 
are sharply divided by political leanings, St. Louis police are investigating the incident as a case of 
trespassing and fourth-degree assault by intimidation against the couples. And of course, not 
everyone agrees. Local circuit attorney Kimberly Gardner issued a statement on Monday 
characterizing the 
 
Judge’s Son Admits to 35 Counts of Trafficking Child Porn Involving Infants, Gets NO JAIL 
BlackListed News  
In the land of the free, there are two sets of justice systems — one for all those connected to that 
system, and one for everyone else. Time after time, we’ve seen police officers and politicians alike 
accused of terrible crimes and they escape with little to no jail. As the following case illustrates, 
even family members of the connected class are extended this privilege and escape accountabilit 
 
Mass-Tracking COVI-PASS Immunity Passports Slated to Roll Out in 15 Countries 
BlackListed News 
A British cybersecurity company, in partnership with several tech firms, is rolling out the COVI-
PASS in 15 countries across the world; a “digital health passport” that will contain your COVID-19 
test history and other “relevant health information.”  
 
America’s Own Color Revolution   Covert Geopolitics  
Color Revolution is the term used to describe a series of remarkably effective CIA-led regime 
change operations using techniques developed by the RAND Corporation, “democracy” NGOs 
and other groups since the 1980’s. They were used in crude form to bring down the Polish 
communist regime in the late 1980s. From there the techniques were refined … Continue reading 
→  
 
Dr. Dre: Wife Nicole Young has filed for divorce after 24 years from the rapper 
Daily Mail Online  
Young, 50, filed for divorce from Dre - real name Andre Romelle Young -after 24 years of marriage 
on Monday citing irreconcilable differences. 
 
China warning: Virus with 'pandemic potential' discovered - can jump from pigs to humans 
Daily Express :: News Feed  
A NEW swine flu strain has been discovered in China that has made the jump to humans and has 
the "potential to become a pandemic".  
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Strain of swine flu virus prevalent in China has the potential to spread to humans, scientists warn 
Daily Mail Online  
Experts from the Chinese Academy of Sciences say pigs are a 'key intermediate host' or 'mixing 
vessel' for viruses spreading from wild animals into humans. 
 
Lockdown tightened in English city over Covid surge  BBC News  
Non-essential shops will shut and schools will close for most pupils in the city, Matt Hancock says. 
 
Democrats attack July 4 Trump rally at Mt. Rushmore as ‘glorifying white supremacy,’ scrub tweet 
amid outcry   RT - Daily news 
The Democratic Party has provoked a collective eye roll on Twitter after blasting the president for 
an upcoming rally at Mount Rushmore, saying it would honor “white supremacy” on sacred native 
land. The tweet was quickly nuked. The Dems’ latest hot take on Monday night stood for only 
moments before it was sent down the memory hole, though by then it had already been preserved 
for eternity on an  
 
Duterte presidency unravels as coronavirus ravages Philippines  Al Jazeera English  
Analysts say the pandemic has exposed the president's 'militarist' approach and lack of a serious 
policy agenda. 
 
Coronavirus leads Arizona governor to close bars, clubs, gyms for 30 days  FOXNews.com  
Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey has ordered the closure of bars, gyms, movie theaters, nightclubs and 
water parks across the state for 30 days in an effort to combat a spike in coronavirus cases.  
 
Hero interpreter for US military in Afghanistan becomes American citizen  FOXNews.com  
A former combat translator who worked alongside American troops in Afghanistan and is credited 
with saving the lives at least five soldiers while targeted for death by the Taliban became a U.S. 
citizen Monday. 
 
Pentagon says ‘no corroborating’ evidence to stand up NYT report on Russian bounties 
FOXNews.com  
The Defense Department said late Monday that there is “no corroborating evidence” to support the 
explosive New York Times report last week that said the Russian military offered bounties to 
Taliban-linked militants to kill U.S. troops in Afghanistan. 
 
John Wayne’s son responds to resolution calling for John Wayne Airport to be renamed 
FOXNews.com  
John Wayne’s son is speaking out after California Democrats in Orange County recently 
demanded that the county’s John Wayne Airport be renamed and all likenesses of Wayne be 
removed from the airport, over “racist and bigoted statements” made by the American icon 
decades ago.  
 
3 children shot dead, another 2 wounded in the crossfire over just 1 week in Chicago 
FOXNews.com  
The gun violence in the streets of Chicago claimed the lives of three minors – with two others 
wounded in the mayhem – over the past week alone. 
 
Swine flu strain with 'human pandemic potential' found in more Chinese pigs, scientists say 
FOXNews.com  
Chinese researchers have reportedly identified a new strain of the swine flu that has the potential 
to become a pandemic. 
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Islamic organization Tablighi Jamaat being supported by US socialist Democrat Party and 
Black Lives Matter used coronavirus as terror weapon to attack India. #sorcha 
 
BLACK LIVES MATTER Linked to Islamic terror Coronavirus attack on India. 
 
GLOBALISTS TAKE OVER PREMIER LEAGUE FOOTBALL: Support for #BLM fascists 
destroys all sport ethics. 
 
BUSH/CLINTON CRIME CARTEL DOJ Caught 
trying to assassinate Trump again. 
 
BRANSON & GATES Named in US Globalist 
#FakeMeat scam. @freemind99  
 
TRACK & VACC will kill the #holiday industry 
stone dead. 
 
PSYCHOPATHS RULE THE MEDIA:  
 
THE WAR ON HUMANITY: Globalists falter as Tech Giants move in for the kill. 
 
LOCAL AUTHORITY CIVIL SERVANTS are are working against The Queen & Country,.  
 
GLOBALISTS:  THE ENEMY OF HUMANITY. 
 
UK CIVIL SERVANTS: Have been hiding Treasonous Globalist objectives in Acts of 
Parliament for decades.  
 
EVIL Never speaks it’s name, it just moves 
through society in disguise. #reikiyoda  
 
US ANTIFA TERRORISTS  Face 25 years in jail.  
 
THE SUPREME LEADER: Mark Sedwill, Head of 
the UK Civil Service. 
 
WE ARE ALL SLAVES TO THE CRIMINAL ELITE. 
 
CIVIC DUTY: Why are the Treasonous 
fraudsters in the Civil Service preaching to us.  
 
LEFTIST LUNATICS IMPLODE: Crazies turn on their own as they ban their own news 
reporters. 
 
SKY TV: Puts up Black Lives Matter & Saint Hillary Clinton documentaries above all other 
700 channels. 
 
BLACK LIVES MATTER: But we are all slaves to the Criminal Elite. WHITE SLAVES 
MATTER  
 
THE SUPREME LEADER: Mark Sedwell, the man who destroyed the UK economy & 
poisoned #Boris. 



FEUDAL BRITAIN IS RETURNING:  We are all slaves 
to the Criminal Elite. 
 
DEVON SCHOOL PARENTS frightened to complain 
about LGBTP RSE education in primary schools.   
 
CIA Assassinates 26 AntiFa Leaders in Iraq plane 
crash. 

 
The UK Civil Service Failed Attempt to Overthrow The Queen & UK Gov. t 
www.RealNewsUK.com 
 
US PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP: Journalists aiding the enemy will be dealt with by The 
Military. 
 
DEVON CIVIL SERVICE: Corrupted by Exeter Sanctuary City. Read Here; RealNewsUK.com  
 
UK CIVIL SERVICE: Corrupted by 110 Globalist UK Sanctuary Cities. 
www.RealNewsUK.com   
 
LOCKDOWN  CIVIL SERVANTS:  Living on your Council Tax as they destroy your lives. 
 
UK GOVERNMENT CAUGHT IN A TRAP: Globalist Anti Brexit Media & Globalist Anti Brexit 
Civil Servants squeeze them in a Pincer attack. RealNewsUK.com  
 
THE LONDON MEDIA IS AT WAR: And YOU are the ENEMY!  Read here;  RealNewsUK.com 
 
Is there a battle going on between the Anti Brexit Globalist Civil Service & The UK Gov? 
 
THE GLOBALIST MAIN STREAM MEDIA ARE AT WAR: The UK population is their Enemy. 
 
CORONAVIRUS: The Globalist False Alarm. A Fake Media Event: RealNewsUK.com  
CoronaVirus 

The UK Civil Service Failed Attempt to Overthrow The Queen & UK Gov. 

Read at www.RealNewsUK.com 

“POWER JUNKIES.” Max Wolfe Free Music Video. https://youtu.be/T2pNH2bp5MI  
  
BORIS JOHNSON & DOMINIC CUMMINGS POISONED IN NO10 BY CIVIL SERVANTS.  
RealNewsUK.com 
 
THE SOROS GLOBALIST RIOTS  Spread wordwide. #Staysafe.  
 
CORONAVIRUS A GLOBAL FALSE ALARM: German gov assesses Coronavirus as A FAKE  
MEDIA EVENT.  
 
LONDON GLOBALIST MEDIA RUNNING PSYOP operations against UK population. 
 
CIVIL SERVICE TOLD ALL DOCTORS & ALL HOSPITALS EVERY DEATH CERTIFICATE  to 
be put down as Coronavirus. 
THE GLOBALIST UK CIVIL SERVICE vs QUEEN & COUNTRY.  
 
FAKED IN LONDON: UK destroys the World Economy with faulty CV-19 data. 
Zerohedge.com 
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Todays News  30th April 

BORIS IS BACK: But has he been got at? 

NEW WORLD HEALTH ORG (WHO) GUIDELINES: School children under 4 to be taught 

"Masturbation" & "Gender Identity" 

Lockdown 
This is World War 3 between the Globalists & the Nationalists. We don't know at this stage 
whether our UK government lockdown is protecting us from another CV attack or if we are being 
locked down by The Globalists. The test will be when they bring out the vaccine & line us up. 
If you look at the CV attack areas you see Italy, USA & China as the main targets. (5G or CV?) 
The Vatican is obviously a top World City of Power & Control, But who is next ? 
The Globalists will obviously use this situation to grab power but in the UK there is no sign of any 
deaths, let alone mass deaths. 
The people who are dying are either in old peoples care homes or people who have been 
discontinued NHS treatment for their existing illness. 
The hospitals are empty although they are setting up army hospitals (to vaccinate?). 
Our government is fragmented daily by the Globalist media & The United Nations Socialist 
Sanctuary Cities (107) wait for their opportunity. 
Its all to play for. 
 
Media 
The integrity of the London Media died years ago. I don't know which justification they use for their 
war on Humanity.  
London is totally isolated as are The Media, the Government, all surrounded by; think tanks, 
lobbyists, corporate & banker bribes into what is basically a Criminal Cartel. Like all the other 
Criminal Cartels in the London & the Countrywide administration.  
Not only is the Government administration too corrupt for reform (Pentagon assessment) but the 
surrounding leeches & public servants are beyond criminality.  
A criminality so widespread that it can't be seen from within a superior egalitarian ideology. 
London is dying from within & if they don't wake up the 107 County/City United Nations Socialist 
Sanctuary City Councils will take over. 
 

 

 

 

Todays News  28th April 2020 

 
British Military Wage Information War On Their Own Population. /UKGov 
 
Alert: Coronavirus is 56 to 100 times more deadly than the flu.  /Natural News 
 
550 Globalist Bioweapons Labs scattered all over the world. 
 
Trump sends B52 bomber over China to target their Globalist Bioweapon Labs for them. #Sorcha 
 
OIL PRICE GOES NEGATIVE. No more storage space as oil hits -$40 a barrel. 
 
Facebook CEO outed as a paedophile. 



 
Globalists threaten more 5G radiation & electromagnetic pulse attacks. 
 
Worldwide arrests continue of paedophiles, child traffickers & crimes against humanity. 
 
The Globalists still trying to start WW3 between China & USA.  
 
THE FEAR MEDIA Lose control of The People worldwide. 
 
CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC was planned 5 
years ago 
 
Every Western Government Contract is a 
Taxpayer Fraud.  
 
THE VACCINATOR: Bill Gates now controls the 
lives of 7 billion humans 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Todays News  24th April 2020 

 

Riots erupt across France for the fourth night in a row.  Brietbart.com 

Boris back in Number 10 on Monday.  Telegraph 

THE FEAR MEDIA: How coronavirus attacks your veins, heart, brain, blood, lungs. Telegraph 



Coronavirus Vaccine about to be trialed on people in UK. NewsPunch.com  

British Media Outlets warned not to promote false 5G Coronavirus theories  NewsPunch.com 

UK Bound Covid-19 Testing Kits found to be contaminated with CoronaVirus  

Brits Warned They Need To Prepare For Blackouts  

USA on the Brink of “Mass Civil Unrest”  

410,000 People Sign White House Petition To Investigate Bill Gates For Crimes Against Humanity  

 

BREXIT:   “Limited progress” made in Round Two of UK-EU Negotiations  

A statement put out by the Government says that round two of the ongoing EU-UK Future 
Relationship negotiations were “full and constructive… conducted remotely by video conference, 
and with a full range of discussions across all the issues”, however “limited progress was made in 
bridging the gaps between us and the EU.” The Government is demanding the EU drops its 
insistence on imposing conditions on the UK which it doesn’t impose on other countries if progress 
is to be made on the so-called level playing field… 

The Government claims there is “promising convergence in the core areas of a Free Trade 
Agreement, for example on goods and services trade, and related issues such as energy, 
transport, and civil nuclear cooperation.”, however the EU’s offer on goods trade “falls well short of 
recent precedent in FTAs it has agreed with other sovereign countries.” The next round begins on 
the 11

th
 May… 

Guido Fawkes 
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Todays News Roundup  

 April 22
nd

 2020   

 

FB Censored: 

http://www.realnewsuk.com/


Organisers of anti lockdown demonstrations. 

Any criticism of World Health Organisation, WHO. 

Anyone linking Coronavirus to 5G 

Anyone criticising vaccines. 

FB Contacted US State Governors to remove “Reopen America” FB pages. 

 

YouTube CEO: Anything that goes against the WHO is a violation of YouTube policies 

US Health Regulator, CDC, sent out vaccine tests laced with Coronavirus. 

International Data shows the lockdown had no effect on the death rate. 

Two British Men Arrested For Posting "Pubs Closed, Borders Open" Stickers. 

Microsoft registers digital spyware currency. 

5G CORONAVIRUS CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY: Globalist Crime Cartels named & exposed. 

BILL GATES: Refused to have his own family vaccinated. 

THE TONY BLAIR INSTITUTE: Wants you tested, vaccinated, tracked & with a digital implant 

before Lockdown Exit 

Is it possible that The Lockdown is to facilitate DraintheSwamp arrests? 

Is it possible that The Lockdown is to facilitate the World Economic Reset? 

Are The International Elite at war with each other? 
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